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A Risky Business

• Admission to hospital marks onset of a period of high clinical risk

• Immediate risk is recognised (mostly)

• But risk lasts for around 1 year
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For ages X and above

Age X and 

up

N people 
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admission 
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em admission

0 3,613,326   402,464       11.1%

5 3,249,619   401,339       12.4%

10 3,154,532   401,136       12.7%

15 3,062,758   400,922       13.1%

20 2,925,939   400,503       13.7%

25 2,746,112   399,873       14.6%

30 2,573,061   398,967       15.5%

35 2,411,625   397,598       16.5%

40 2,252,462   395,436       17.6%

45 2,076,637   391,509       18.9%

50 1,893,494   385,284       20.3%

55 1,717,844   376,315       21.9%

60 1,547,472   362,862       23.4%

65 1,344,022   340,712       25.4%

70 1,138,495   311,958       27.4%

75 912,317      272,716       29.9%

80 656,670      218,443       33.3%

85 386,078      145,701       37.7%

90 157,479      68,502         43.5%

95 39,715         19,709         49.6%

100 5,908           2,521            42.7%



• Assessment at point of entry to care

• Inpatient monitoring

• Other things to think about



Presentations to the ED





Other badness

• Ruptured AAA

• Dissected thoracic aorta

• Subarachnoid haemorrhage

• Bacterial meningitis

• Severe hyperkalaemia

• Necrotising fascitis

• Diabetic ketoacidosis

• Brittle asthma

• Variceal bleeding



Primary Triage

• Historically, triage based mostly on physiological parameters, with 
discretion left for type of presentation

• Observed that decision making was entirely inconsistent and often 
‘surprising’

• Development of systematic triage tools to:

- identify who might die in the next 10 minutes (ie length of 
appropriate waiting times)

- allow for allocation of resource



Manchester Triage

• Based solely around waiting times

- how long is it safe to wait

- how long is it reasonable to wait

• Starting point is presentation type

• Assumes ALL patients are category 1 until proven otherwise



MTS Pathway for Shortness of Breath

http://www.sjtrem.com/content/17/1/38/figure/F1
http://www.sjtrem.com/content/17/1/38/figure/F1




Utility of MTS

• More sensitive than physiological scoring alone at predicting death 
or admission to ITU

• Odds of dying ~40x higher in categories 1 and 2

• High levels of inter-user reliability

• Allows earlier identification and management of certain subsets of 
patients eg. chest pain

• NOT demonstrated to:

- predict need for inpatient admission

- predict resource requirement

- help manage the department



Emergency Severity Index

• Primary concern is patient safety

• ALSO seeks to maximise patient streaming

• Premised on predicting resource needed to allow safe disposal of 
patient from the ED

• Does NOT allocate times, unlike almost other triage systems





Utility of ESI

• Simpler and faster to use than other triage systems

• Correlates well with need for hospitalisation, ED LoS and mortality

• Some evidence of improved streaming in the ED 

• Poorer correlation with physician evaluation and nursing workload 
measures

• Some evidence that it is less good for elderly patients



Are patients safe after admission?

NO













Early Warning Systems

• Predicated on patient physiology

• Death related to derangement of physiology (obviously!)

• Have two ‘limbs’

– ‘afferent’ refers to the detection of patient deterioration

– ‘efferent’ refers to the response once deterioration detected





Search for the perfect system

• More than 80 systems in use in the UK

• Most are locally derived and unvalidated

• Single parameter, multiple parameter and aggregate weighted 
systems

• Single parameter systems perform worst, aggregate weighted best

BUT NONE WORK VERY WELL



National Early Warning Score

• Derived from a large vital signs database (n = 198,755 observation 
sets) collected from 35,585 consecutive, completed acute medical 
admissions

• Subsequently validated prospectively

• Significant time spent messing about deciding on accompanying 
escalation protocols







Human and cultural issues with EWS

• The ‘Efferent Limb’ is the weak point

• Evidence consistently shows that staff fail to use EWS as intended

• Series of studies around this revealing



EWS as ‘work’

• Taking of routine observations considered by nurses to be LEAST 
important task that they do

• Routinely delegated to most junior nurses or healthcare assistants

• EW charts aided escalation of care when: 

– Electronic systems are introduced

– signs of deterioration mapped to the trigger system 

– when triggering was happening for the first few times

• Effects tend to wear over time unless:

- systematic audit in place

- presence of feedback/penalties



EWS as ‘permission’

• EWS often used as pretext for seeking help ie. nursing or other 
staff will notice that pt does not look well and then repeatedly do 
observations until patient triggers escalation

• EWS used a ‘permission’ to call for senior help

• Can also make it HARDER to seek help

if people score 5 or 6 continuously for days and then they just don’t look as 
good as they did yesterday… If I said, ‘Mr B looks a lot worse today but their 
observations are exactly the same,’ … it’s harder for [a doctor] to see where 
you’re coming from’ (Westward, Nurse)



Times when EWS is ignored

• Ward rounds – considered to be highly protected time

• When specialist teams need to become involved

• Fears of negative reaction from other staff

• Concerns about limited resource (knowing that ITU is already full)

‘People are scared of one another, [if] there’s a neurology problem in A&E, the 
medical registrar sees the patient because the neurologist doesn’t want to 
come, the neurology registrar says, “Just admit the patient and I’ll come and 
see them in a couple of weeks time.” And then what should happen is that the 
medical registrar should get on the phone to his consultant. But the registrar 
doesn’t want to bother the consultant and the medical consultant doesn’t want 
to have any hassle with the neurology consultant’ (Eastward, 16, Consultant 
Medicine). 



Role of relationships

• Patients and their relatives often able to detect even subtle 
deterioration

• This is often dismissed in favour of more ‘objective’ data (such as 
the EWS score)

• Families frequently act as ‘safety nets’

• Importance of continuity of care wrt nursing and medical staff and 
establishment of relationships with patients and families

• Doctor-doctor relationships also important and these may be 
undermined by team structure of many outreach services



Enablers of EWS

• Education, education, education

• Robust audit and feedback

• Appropriate cultural climate and approach to risk



EWS limitations 

• Only good at detecting certain types of death

• Not good at predicting sudden catastrophic events 



EWS limitations

• People fail to understand basic physiology that underlies EWS

• EWS do not include diastolic BP, which may be first sign of bleeding 
or sepsis

• Respiratory rate is MOST powerful predictor of death, but is 
observation that is least well done





EWS limitations

• Based on physiological norms – need to be interpreted with caution 
in the young and the fit



The elderly are evil….

• 18% of all in-hospital deaths within 30 days are in patients with a 
low AbEWS on admission. Those admitted with a low AbEWS are 
more likely to increase their score and those admitted with a high 
score are more likely to lower it. Paradoxically, patients who have 
an averaged score over the first 6 h in hospital that is lower than 
on admission have increased in-hospital mortality. Thereafter 
patients with an increase in the averaged score have almost twice 
the mortality of those with a decreased score. 4.7% of patients 
have a low averaged score on the day they die.

Kellett. Resus 2014



The elderly are evil…

• Many die with minimal physiological derangement

• CHANGE in EWS seems to be key  - this need NOT be big

• Appear to need minimum of 6-8 hours of monitoring to detect 
change, if it is going to occur

• Few patients deteriorate in period 2-4 days





CANNOT USE EWS 
TO DETERMINE 

SAFETY AT HOME



Nextfin







Autonomic variability

• Highly complex and previously domain of physiology labs only

• Issue now is number of markers available and which is best

• Very strong predictors of death in ‘normal’ people and in those with 
heart disease







Take home messages

• Triage and physiological monitoring systems serve different 
purposes

• They are designed to predict DIFFERENT types of death!

• Need to understand physiology

• Need to understand culture



CULTURE 

EATS 

PROCESS 

EVERY TIME




